
SCHEDULE 

Sunday, July 30  

12:00-1:15 Welcome, Introductions and Lunch     Beach Room 

1:30-4:30  Re-imagining Independent Schools: An Innovator’s Journey Gulf Room 
  Jefferson G. Burnett, Senior Vice President, Education Innovation;             
  Kawai Lai, Vice President, Innovation Initiatives,             
  National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS)            
  
  Uncertainty is our new narrative, driven by disruptors that challenge an often familiar and            
  comfortable status quo. But flux offers independent schools enormous opportunities to             
  innovate, reimagine, and fully realize their missions. We’ll look at what needs to be in             
  place for whole school innovation to succeed and equip you with new capabilities to help            
  build a future-wise school.            

6:00-6:30 Reception         Beach Room 
  Cash bar available            

6:30  Dinner         Beach Room     
             

Monday, July 31 

8:00-8:45 Breakfast        Rusty’s Dining Room 

9:00-10:00 Suspension and Expulsion:      Gulf Room  
  Navigating the Legal Pitfalls of Student Discipline              
  Lori W. Smith, Esq., Shareholder, Zimmerman, Kiser & Sutcliffe            

  Get legal advice on the ins and outs of dealing with serious student disciplinary issues.              
  Discuss when to stand your ground, when to make exceptions, and how to draft handbook            
  policies that back up tough decisions. Learn how your enrollment contract can either help            
  or hurt, and how to document to protect yourself and your school.             

10:15-12:00 Supervising and Evaluating Teachers:      Gulf Room  
  How to Avoid Employment Law Mistakes with Your Instructional Staff            
  Lori W. Smith, Esq., Shareholder, Zimmerman, Kiser & Sutcliffe            

  Learn the biggest mistakes independent schools make in managing and supervising             
  teachers and divisional leaders and how to avoid those mistakes. The session will be an             
  employment law primer especially for the independent school workplace.             

12:00-12:30 Have You Ever Thought About Becoming a Head?   Gulf Room 
  (Optional Session), Q&A with Dr. Barbara Hodges,             
  Executive Director, FCIS            

12:30-1:30 Lunch         Beach Room  

6:30  Dinner         Columbia Restaurant     

Administrators’	Retreat		
Building	a	Successful	Innova2on	Team	
Sheraton	Sand	Key	Resort,	Clearwater	Beach	
July	30-August	1,	2017 



Tuesday, August 1 

8:00-8:45 Breakfast        Rusty’s Dining Room 

9:00-12:00 Creating and Sustaining a Culture of Innovation in Schools, Gulf Room 
  Justin Reich, Co-Founder, EdTechTeacher, Executive Director,             
  MIT Teaching Systems Lab            

  Innovation doesn’t strike like lightning; it is cultivated in cultures and organizations that             
  prize experimentation, collaboration, and continuous improvement. From research within            
  education and across many sectors, we increasingly recognize the power of              
  approaching innovation through iteration—for school leaders this means creating              
  conditions for teachers to try new things, reflect on their efforts, and then make              
  improvements in rapid cycles of refinement. In this session, we’ll explore specific              
  strategies that school leaders can play in supporting teacher experimentation and             
  sharing: providing resources for research and development, supporting team learning,             
  making time and space for institutional sharing, and establishing shared vision and             
  instructional language.             

12:15-1:00 Lunch on own         

1:00-4:00 Dialogue about Practice:       Gulf Room 
  Conversations that Create and Sustain Innovation (Optional Session)             
  Justin Reich, Co-Founder, EdTechTeacher, Executive Director,             
  MIT Teaching Systems Lab            

  Continuous improvement requires talking candidly, directly, and respectfully about how             
  teaching is going. Independent schools have a powerful culture of “radical teacher             
  autonomy,” where teachers do their own teaching behind closed doors, but really              
  innovation in teaching practice happens in teams of people supporting one another. In             
  this workshop, we’ll explore specific strategies for helping teachers talk with one another             
  about their practice, especially avoiding the pitfalls of politeness that prevent teachers             
  and administrators from talking frankly and respectfully about how they can improve             
  learning for students.             


